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Programs
Sacred Site Adventure Tours
The history, power and mystery of visiting a sacred site engender and invoke a sense that one is on a
spiritual journey or pilgrimage. These powerful, mysterious locations are testament to man’s quest for
the divine and unity with the cosmos. Destinations include but are not limited to Africa, Asia, Australia,
Egypt, France, Greece, Hawaii, Italy, Mexico and the United Kingdom.
Edge of World Retreats develops customized itineraries guided by facilitators for a one-of-a-kind
experience. From surrounding yourself in the magnificent culture of Greece’s ancient civilization to
connecting with nature through an enduring dolphin encounter in warm Pacific waters off the coast of
Hawaii’s Big Island, Edge of World Retreat’s Sacred Site Adventure Tours are designed to ignite your
passion and awaken your soul.

Philanthropic Travel
Discovery, challenge, breakthrough, engagement and renewal. These are the cornerstones of
philanthropic travel. Edge of World Retreats’ volunteerism programs takes you on journeys that
enlighten you to your personal strength and selflessness while contributing skills and talents to
communities across the globe. These types of sojourns cultivate profound community and connection
on so may levels – within yourself, with your fellow travelers, and especially with the wildlife, natural
wonders and people of the region.
In addition to learning the spiritual and cultural values of our global neighbors, you’ll nurture mutual
exchange while contributing your skills and talent to improve a community’s quality of life. And in doing
so, you’ll strengthen your personal commitment to the environment and responsible conservation.
Youth Eco Programs
Edge of World Retreats provides children an experience of meaningful purpose. Our programs instill in
youth the feeling of empowerment that results from taking stewardship of their lives and their planet.
Through experiential learning, they’ll blend and integrate with their natural surroundings and the
elements around them – all while gaining a heightened awareness of heart, body, mind and spirit.
With nature as a backdrop, participants garner life skills through the mere experience of traveling to a
region they’ve never seen before. In venturing outside their comfort zone, these youthful participants
discover the true leader within themselves and learn that being a part of the whole is far more
rewarding than just furthering their own self-serving needs. Combined with relevant aspects of
community service, they’ll experience the essence behind giving and making a difference, which
solidifies within them the mission of sustainability.
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